Conclusions

The overall research presented in this thesis comprises an effort to thoroughly understand and improve methane total column retrievals from GOSAT short-wavelength infrared Earth-radiance observations. The first part of this thesis focussed specifically on characterising the performance of the proxy and physics-based retrieval schemes, focusing on their ability to accurately account for scattering of light in the Earth's atmosphere. To that end, a comparison and validation study was set up that revolved around the following research question:

**Research question 1.** What is the difference between the proxy and physics-based retrieval methods concerning their ability to account for light path modification in total column methane retrievals from cloud-free GOSAT SWIR observations over land?

Within this study, total column methane abundances retrieved with both methods were compared and validated using methane total column measurements provided by 12 stations of the ground-based TCCON network as reference. Based on a 19-month data set of GOSAT soundings that are collocated with the 12 TCCON measurements sites, it was found that there is no significant difference in the performance of both retrieval strategies. Both methods show typical retrieval uncertainties that are well within one percent of the total column methane abundance. When compared on a global data set however, larger differences between the proxy and physics-based approaches became evident. A subsequent comparison of retrieved CH$_4$ abundances with assimilated methane fields from a global chemistry-transport model identified typical weaknesses in both retrieval approaches. These weaknesses can result in retrieval biases of up to 1% of $X_{CH_4}$ on regional scales.

In case of the physics-based retrieval method, the total column CH$_4$ abundances are overestimated in regions where extensive atmospheric scattering exists over a highly reflective surface. These conditions are primarily found in the desert regions of North Africa and the Middle East. Retrieval errors in the
proxy method are predominantly caused by inaccuracies in CO\textsubscript{2} abundances from a priori data. When using the proxy method, these inaccuracies propagate directly into the retrieved methane total columns. In this study, the latter manifested itself as an overestimation of the seasonal cycle amplitude over the Indian subcontinent, especially overestimating CH\textsubscript{4} mixing ratios in spring.

In light of these results, it is clear that the subset of GOSAT retrievals that are collocated with TCCON measurement sites are not representative for retrieval performance in other geographical areas. This effect was traced back to a limited range of typical surface albedos and aerosol loads around the TCCON measurement sites. This causes scattering conditions and light path effects to be very similar among different TCCON measurement sites, effectively limiting the validation study to only a subset of possible light path modification scenarios. Clearly, this is not an ideal situation for validating satellite-borne trace gas retrievals from SWIR, where atmospheric scattering forms a major source of uncertainty and properly accounting for light path modification constitutes the major challenge. Therefore, it is recommended that the TCCON network be extended to cover different geographical regions and a broader range of surface albedos. Since the publication of the foregoing results, the TCCON network has indeed been extended (e.g. [TCCON Website]).

Although the physics-based method showed reduced performance in cases of strong atmospheric scattering, it is least affected by uncertainties a priori data and has most potential for further development and improvement. Therefore, the remainder of this work focuses on further development of the physics-based retrieval, with the aim of making it more capable of processing soundings with enhanced scattering by aerosol and water clouds. As a first step, a new radiative transfer model was developed to reduce the numerical effort involved with forward model calculations under conditions of strong scattering:

**Research question 2.** How to efficiently simulate the pronounced scattering of short-wavelength infrared radiation in a cloudy atmosphere and thereby enable physics-based methane retrievals from cloudy GOSAT observations?

The developed radiative transfer model, LINTRAN v2.0, is capable of modelling cloud contaminated satellite observations and their derivatives with respect to atmospheric and surface state variables in a numerically efficient manner. A significant gain in efficiency was achieved – with respect to its predecessor model – through a mathematical framework that combines an approximate iterative solving method with separation of the first $N$ orders of scattering from the diffuse intensity vector field. Contributions to the observable up to order
of scattering $N$ are recursively solved in an analytical manner. Contributions from higher orders of scattering are subsequently solved in a numerical manner, assuming that the intensity field varies linearly with the vertical coordinate within an optically homogeneous model layer.

This method is implemented in LINTRAN v2.0, choosing $N = 2$, within the general framework of forward-adjoint perturbation theory. In cloudy atmospheres, the numerical performance of this radiative transfer model is significantly better than the previous model version, translating into speed-up of calculations with a factor 42 without a loss in model accuracy.

LINTRAN v2.0 was subsequently implemented in the forward model of the RemoTeC physics-based retrieval method. This algorithm is extensively used to retrieve CH$_4$ and CO$_2$ columns from GOSAT SWIR measurements over land. With LINTRAN v2.0 implemented in the forward model, the RemoTeC physics-based method was further developed for retrieving methane abundances form cloudy GOSAT soundings.

Research question 3. In light of increasing data yield, can the physics-based retrieval method – using the newly developed radiative transfer model – be successfully applied to retrieve total column methane abundances from cloudy nadir observations?

This new version of the physics-based RemoTeC algorithm was subsequently applied to cloudy GOSAT nadir soundings over the ocean where a cloud layer is necessary to provide sufficient radiance signal over an otherwise non-reflective ocean surface. In this retrieval setup, all light scattering in the Earth’s atmosphere is described by a single-layer water cloud with Gaussian height distribution. Together with the column abundances of CO$_2$ and CH$_4$, the height and the geometrical thickness of the cloud layer are inferred from the measurement as well as the cloud droplet size and their total amount.

The CH$_4$ and CO$_2$ column products were validated with ground-based total column measurements performed at 8 stations from the TCCON network that are geographically close to an ocean coastline. For the TCCON site with the most robust statistics, we find a retrieval bias of 6.14 ppb or 0.36% for $X_{\text{CH}_4}$ combined with a standard deviation of retrieval errors of 18.89 ppb (1.15%). For $X_{\text{CO}_2}$, the bias is 1.96 ppm (0.51%) combined with a standard deviation of 4.00 ppm (1.03%). Averaged over all TCCON sites, our retrievals are biassed -5.87 ppb (-0.32%) for $X_{\text{CH}_4}$ and -0.04 ppm (-0.01%) for $X_{\text{CO}_2}$. The standard deviation of station biases amounts to 6.23 ppb (0.35%) for $X_{\text{CH}_4}$ and 1.77 ppm (0.45%) for $X_{\text{CO}_2}$. 
In terms of retrieval accuracy and precision, the proposed physics-based methane retrieval for cloudy ocean soundings performs slightly worse than the RemoTeC physics-based method for cloud-free observations over land. However, being able to retrieve CH\textsubscript{4} from cloudy GOSAT soundings may significantly increase data coverage over the oceans where current GOSAT methane retrievals rely exclusively on observations in sun-glint geometry which severely limits their number and geographical coverage. Hence, methane retrievals over cloudy oceans do provide valuable extra information on methane abundances in areas that beforehand were only sparsely covered.

5.1 Outlook

By enabling physics-based methane retrievals from cloudy GOSAT soundings over the ocean, this work represents an important step toward increasing the applicability of the physics-based retrieval method. A natural follow-up would be to apply the proposed retrieval strategy to the complete (sub)set of cloudy GOSAT ocean observations, which would significantly increase geographical data coverage, especially in the Southern Hemisphere. Since retrievals in cloudy atmospheres lack sensitivity in the boundary layer, these retrievals will predominantly provide information on CH\textsubscript{4} in the free troposphere. In the context of global inversions of methane sources and sinks, this information is especially useful to constrain (long range) methane transport and the atmospheric methane sink. Furthermore, one might attempt similar retrievals from cloudy observations over land, targeting optically thick and unbroken cloud layers to minimise the effect of surface reflection, mimicking the situation over the non-reflective ocean surface.

Throughout this research, the importance of representative validation measurements has been apparent. In Chapter 2 it was shown that the network of ground-based validation sites available at the time was insufficient to identify key performance differences between the proxy and physics-based retrieval methods. In Chapter 4 the validation of satellite-born methane retrievals over ocean areas was based on a sparse set of island- and coastal measurement sites. Especially the latter cannot be considered fully representative of oceanic measurement conditions. It is thus essential that the set of ground-based total column measurements available for validation of such retrievals be extended to include a wide range of scenarios. This might be achieved by adding more permanent measurement sites or by adopting a more mobile measurement platform in combination with (dedicated) validation measurement campaigns. Considering this shortcoming in validation measurements, having two conceptually different retrieval methods – both with their own strengths and weaknesses –
proved valuable for identifying retrieval uncertainties in regions of the globe that are not directly covered by the validation network.
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